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Lyrical Feeling: Novalis'
Anthropology of the Senses

S CHOLARS HAVE RECENTLY BEGUN TO RECONSIDER KANT'S PHILOSOPHICAL

project, and the Enlightenment project for which it often stands, as
"one of bridging, not just sounding the abyss of dualism between reason
and nature."' And, as Imnmanuel Kant writes in his Logic, to consider the
unity of man is to ask "What is man?"-a question he assigns to anthropol-
ogy. 2 More than an abstract philosophical problem, anthropology emerges
as a discipline in the second half of the eighteenth century when disparate
inquiries-from medicine and biology to literature and philosophy-
converge around the possibility of a science of the "whole of man," a sci-
ence that hoped to redress modernity's estrangement of man from himself,
others and nature. Already in I8oo, however, the German professor of his-
tory and political philosophy Karl Heinrich Ludwig P61itz claimed in his
Populdre Anthropologie that this emergent science of man had entered a
"state of crisis."'' In Germany at least, anthropology's eclecticism gave rise
to debates about the proper limits and disciplinary identity of a "science of
man." In his Anthropologie far Arzte und Weltweise (1772), Ernst Platner,
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professor of medicine in Leipzig, had defined anthropology as a medical
discourse concerned primarily with man as a natural being. By the end
of the eighteenth century, however, a series of anthropologies concerned
with man as a moral being capable of setting his own purposes had
emerged. In 1794, Carl Christian Schmid, for example, one of the most
devoted Kantians in 1790ssJena, described his own "teleological anthropol-

ogy" as concerned with man's ability to determine himself through free-
dorn.4 In his Anthropologic in pragmatischer Hinsicht (1798), Kant similarly
described the so-called crisis in anthropology as a decision between a physi-
ological anthropology that considers what nature "makes" of man and a

pragmatic anthropology that considers what man as a free being can and
should make of himself (K 7: 122). The very modality of Kant's formula-
tion-the factuality of "makes" [inacht] versus the normativity of "should"

[soll]-condenses and foregrounds the central concerns of anthropological

discourse around i8oo.
While recent scholarship, especially in Germany, has shown an increas-

ing tendency to emphasize the anthropological orientation of the eigh-
teenth century in general,' scholars have only recently begun to consider
the plurality of eighteenth-century anthropologies or, more precisely, the
tension between a Platnerian medical anthropology, on the one hand,) and
the emergence toward the end of the century of a more normative or cul-
tural-philosophical anthropology, on the other hand. 7 As J6rn Garber and

Heinz Thomas put it in one of the first books to take up these concerns,
Between Empiricalization and Constnictivism: Anthropology in the Eighteenth
Century, eighteenth-century anthropology moves between the two poles of

4. Carl Christian Schmid, Einleitung. Anleitungen zur Menschenkenntni(1, by Cureau de la
Chambre, trans. Carl Christian Schmid (Jena: Akademisches Buchhandlung, 1794) xviii.

5. Jutta Heinz and Daniel Purdy refer to an "anthropological Enlightenment." See Heinz,
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inent," rev. in Eighireenth-Century Snidies 38.2 (2005): 329-32.

6. Even these more explicitly physiological anthropologies, however, had a moral aspect.
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concerned with the "natural condition and state of man," but notes that "in addition" an-
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Wissenschafften und Kinste, [Halle und Leipzig: Johann Heinrich Zedler, I732] i: 522).

Zammito makes this point about the practical and moral concerns of eighteenth-century an-
thropology well. See Zammito 8-9, 237.

7. One of the most important publications on eighteenth-century German anthropology,

Der Ganze Mensch. Anthropologie nnd Literatur im 18. Jahrhundert, ed. Hans-Jiirgen Schings

(Stuttgart: Metzler, 1994), defines anthropology primarily as a physiological anthropology.

Within this research paradigm, the traces of anthropology as a medical discourse of the body

manifest themselves on multiple social levels from politics to literature.
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"physis and norm" (vii).1 Within this paradigm, the now-prevailing charac-
terization of eighteenth-century anthropology as primarily a medical dis-
course is limited, because concerns with the physical body of man were
increasingly interwoven with concerns regarding the cultures of man. This
intersection of anthropologies finds a clear expression in 1795 when Wil-
helm von Humboldt developed a plan for a comparative cultural anthro-
pology that takes physiological methods of comparison as a model, a model
that his anatomical studies in Jena with Goethe and his brother Alexander
von Humboldt in 1794 made all the more conceivable. 9

In a chiasmic crossing of the normative and medical forms of anthropol-
ogy, the early German Romantic Friedrich von Hardenberg, better known
as Novalis, adds a third question to anthropology's disciplinary concerns:
what does man as natural being make of man? This chiasmic reformulation
of Kant's distinction between nature and rational norm highlights what for
the early Romantics is the fundamental problem of anthropology: the im-
plication of man as his own object of study. With the rise of the life sci-
ences and the subsequent naturalization of the human body during the
eighteenth century, rational man becomes part of and in part nature.10 At
the juncture of a Kantian critical philosophy and the emergent life sciences,
Novalis reformulates Kant's dualistic division of anthropology by turning
anthropology back on itself in a recursive act that asks: if nature determines
man and man forms himself as a natural being, thereby forming nature,
how can anthropology account for these processes of mutual formation
that always fold back upon themselves? How can Romanticism account for
both the distinctions and non-distinctions of man and nature?" In this
sense, Novalis' romantic anthropology is concerned less with the themes
often associated with anthropology-racial difference, comparative ethnol-
ogy or travel-and more with the structural problem of man's relating to
man as man, a problem that, as we will see, has perhaps surprising ethical
implications. While devoting the occasional entry in his encyclopedic Das
Allgeineine Brouillon to "Anthropo[logie],"1 2 alluding to Kant's Anthropologie

8. Thornas Garber, ed., Zwischen Enipirisierung tiund Konstrnktionsleistng: Anthropohjqie im

18. Jahrlhudert (Tdbingen: Niemeyer, 2004) vii.

9. See Wilhelm von Humboldt, Plan einer veroleichenden Anthropologie, in Werke

(Darmstadt: Wissenschaftliche Buchgesellschaft, i96o) 1: 390.
io. In reference to the emergence of eighteenth-century anthropology and the life sci-

ences, Wolfgang Riedel refers to a "disempowerment of the soul" [Entmachtung der Seele] and
rehabilitation of sensibility (PR.iedel i 19).

i i. Bianco Thesien, "Macroanthropos: Friedrich von Hardenberg's Literary Anthropol-
ogy" in REAL: Yearbook in English and American Literature: The Anthropological Turn in Literary

Studies 12 (1996): 243-55 (247).
12. Friedrich von Hardenberg, Novalis Schrfiten. Die Werke Friedrich von Hardenberýs, ed.

Paul Kluckhohn and Richard Samuel, 6 vols. (Stuttgart: Kohlhamer, i96o-i988) 3: 286, 3:
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(N 3: 457) and Platner's Anthropologiefar Aerzte und Weltweise (N 3: 356),'13
Novalis does not explicitly discuss "anthropology" as a discipline; instead,
he intimates an anthropological form of knowledge that acknowledges
both man's material character-the body of man as a material given-and
his rational character--the productive potential of reason. This double ac-
knowledgement suggests an anthropology that wavers between the norma-
tive anticipation of a pragmatic anthropology and the physiological gaze of
a medical anthropology.

This double character of anthropology is nowhere more evident than
in Novalis' conceptualization of sensibility. In this essay, I consider how
Novalis develops these questions concerning the relationship of the senses,

reason and the body in terms of a broader theory of modernity. By
redefining sensibility so as to undo oppositions of nature and culture, physis

and norm, Novalis' alternative anthropology is an ethical response to what
he considers modernity's fragmentation of sensibility and man in general. I
begin this essay by considering the perplexing formulations of sensual expe-
rience in Novalis' most famous poem "Hymns to the Night" [Hymnen an
die Nacht]. From these stylistic observations, I argue that these odd formula-
tions respond to two main problems related to the fragmenting effect of
modernity: the commercium mentis et corporis or mind-body problem and the
famous question posed to John Locke by the Irish physician Molyneux
concerning the relationship of the senses to each other and reason, a ques-
tion that Michel Foucault has termed one of the great "mythical experi-
ences on which the philosophy of the eighteenth-century had wished
to base its beginning. "14 I then show how the poem's response to these
broader problems of modernity crystallizes around Novalis' concept of
attention [Aufmerksamkeit] and its corollary, imagination, which figures sen-
sibility and reason as fundamentally intertwined.

Novalis' "Hymns to the Night" is often read as a lustful hymn to death,
an abnegation of the body or a Wel(flucht.ll Reading the poem as a wish for

359. All subsequent references to this edition are indicated in the main text as "N" followed
by volume and page number.

13. For a more extensive account of these historical relations, see Nicholas Saul,
"PoEtisirung d[es] K6rpers: Der Poesiebegriff Friedrich von Hardenbergs (Novalis) und die
anthropologisiche Tradition," in Novalis: Poesie und Poetik, ed. Herbert Uerlings (Tiibingen:
Max Niemeyer Verlag, 2004): I51I-70; see also, Ulrich Stadler, "Zur Anthropologie
Friedrich Hardenbergs (Novalis)," in Novalis ind die Wissenschaften, ed. Herbert Uerlings
(Tiibingen: Scbriften der Internationalen Novalis-Gesellschaft, 1997) 2: 87-1o5.

14. Michel Foucault, The Birth of the Clinic, trans. A. M. Sheridan Smith (New York: Vin-
tage, 1994) 65.

15. See, for example, Hans-Joachim M.ihl, Die Idee des goldenen Zeitalters imi Werk des
Novalis. Studie zur Wesensbestimmung derfriihromantischen Utopie und zu ihren ideengeschichtlichen
Voraussetziingen (Heidelberg: Winter, i965); Herbert Uerlings recent work on Novalis is one
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a transcendence of the body, many critiques have failed to account for the
very bodily figures and images of the poem. In what follows, I attend to
the poem's odd and somewhat perplexing figurations of sensual experience.
As we will see, these figurations cannot be easily explained by modern or
Enlightenment paradigms of perception. The first hymn opens by suggest-
ing an equivalence between life and sensibility:

What living, sentient thing loves not above all wondrous appearances
of the widespread space around him, the most joyful light-with its
colors, rays and waves; its gentle presence, as waking day. As life's
most inner soul it is breathed by the giant-world of the restless stars,
and swims dancing in its blue flood-the glittering, ever resting stone,
the sensuous sucking plant, and the wild, burning and many formed
animal-but above all the splendid stranger with sense-filled eyes,
with gliding gate, and the tenderly-closed, rich-toned lips.16

What is this sensibility equated here with life? The reference to light seems
to tie light with vision and, perhaps, reduce sensibility as such to an ocular
faculty. But, this sensibility has a much broader semantic field. The giant-
world, the stone, the plant, the beast "breathe" the light. And, the
"stranger," with its "sense-filled eyes" and "tenderly closed tone-filled
lips," senses the light in its "gentle presence." Things from stones to strang-
ers engage the light with organs not just of vision but of tactility. When the
"stranger" breathes the light, it inhales the light; it consumes it; it takes it
into its body. The tactility of the experience is reiterated as the eyes of the
stranger, those traditional organs of vision, are complemented by "tender
lips." The light passes over and upon the body of the stranger. The descrip-
tions of synasthesia (feeling light) complicate expected sensual pairs like
light-vision, expectations based on a traditional Enlightenment paradigm of
the senses that associates light with vision and knowledge. The differentia-
tion of the senses within this paradigm implies a hierarchy of the senses as
well as tends to privilege vision.17 Sensual experiences are fused so that the

of the few exceptions. See his Friedrich von Hardenberg, genannt Novalis: Werk und Forschnng
(Stuttgart: Metzlersche Verlagsbuchhandlung, i99i).

16. Aside from minor changes, I follow Dick Higgens' translation in Novalis: Hymns to the
Niqht (Kingston, NY: McPherson, 1988). [Welcher Lebendige, Sinnbegabte, liebt nicht vor alien
Wundererscheinungen des verbreiteten Rauns urn ihn, das allerfreuliche Licht-imit seinen Farben,
seinen Strahlen ind Wogen; seiner milden Allgegenwart, als weckender Tag. Wie des Lebens innerste
Seele atinet es der rastlosen Gestirne Riesenivelt, und schwimmt tanzend in seiner blauen Flut-atn,ct
es der finkehnde, ewigrnhende Stein, die sinnige, sangende Pflanze, und das wilde, brennende,
viecgestaltete Tier-vor al/en abet der herrliche Fremdling mit seinen sinnvollen Angen, dem
schwebenden Gange, um den zartgesc/lossenen, tonreichen Lippen.]

i7. On an Enlightenment hierarchy of the senses that privileges the eye over other organs
of sense, see Georg Braungart, Leibhafter Sinn: Der andere Diskurs der Moderne (Tiibingen: Max
Nieymayer Verlag, 1995) 55-99.
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oppositions presumed to guide the poemr-light-night, vision-nonvision-
are disrupted. In this first hymn, light as a metaphor exceeds the Enlighten-
ment imbrication of knowledge and vision. Registered through an array of
senses, light marks the confusion of traditional sense hierarchies and inti-
mates a total sensual experience.

In the second paragraph, an array of spatial deictics [Abwdrts, Fernab,
hinunter-, Fernen] shifts the focalization away from the thingly objects and
the stranger illuminated by the light, and towards a night that is addressed
in its distance. Its apparent distance, however, is immediately undercut by
the familiarity of address: "you ... dark night" [du . . . dunkle Nacht]. The
doubtless familiarity of the light is contrasted to a peculiar distanced famil-
iarity of the night, whose modes of perception are "unspeakable" and "se-
cretive" and whose objects of knowledge are hidden under its coat [tnter
deineni Mantel]. The organs and functions of vision appear here again but in
a confusing constellation: "More heavenly than those flashing stars, appear
to us the eternal eyes, which opened the night within us" [Hinutlischer,

als jene blitzenden Sterne, diinken uns die unendlichen Augen, die die Nacht in
tins geqf•jietj. These "infinite eyes" give access to the night: "Darkly, un-
speakably we feel ourselves moved-I see a serious face startled with
joy" [Dunkel und unaussprechlich/fiihlen wir uns bewegt-ein ernstes Anlitz seh
icifrob erschrocken]. Here, the transitive force of a non-visible and unsayable
subject is felt [fliilen], a perceptual experience that is a-butted through a
dash to an experience of vision. The dash leaves the causal relationship
between this "feeling" and the moment of vision unclear. It is not simply
juxtaposed to other senses but imbricated with them on a level anterior to

the functionalization of different organs. In the night organs function dif-
ferently. And here in the night, the night "sends me you-tender beloved"

[sendet inir dich-zarte Geliebte]. The night offers up a beloved that makes
the lyrical I "human" [inich zuin Menschen gemacit]. Anthropological partic-
ularity is figured in terms of a certain form of perception that erases distinc-
tions among organs of perception. This radicalization of perception in the
first hynm closes with a vision of consumption, a vision of total unity:
"consume with spiritual ardor my body, so that I spectrally may mix myself
with you more closely and then our bridal night may last forever" [zehre
mit Geisterglut meinen Leib, daft ich luftig mit dir inniger mich mische und dann

ewig die Brautnacht tvdhrt] (N i: 133). The experience of the beloved night,
of the beloved, culminates in a wish for a touch without mediation, with-
out the organs of hands or lips but a touch or contact that would com-
pletely dissolve any inside-outside distinction. The experience of unity,
however, is spectral, or as Novalis writes, luftig. As Grimm's dictionary
notes, luftig describes a spectral being [geisterhaftes Wesen], something that
wavers between body and soul, matter and ideas. The poem figures this de-
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sired unity, this erasure of distinction as spectral or between worlds. But
what is this sensibility, this spectral sense that "mixes" body and soul and
various forms of sensual experience? What sensibility can account for this
impossible experience of unity?

In order to address these questions, I now turn to Novalis' notebooks
and prosaic work. In a fragment from 18oo, Novalis refers to the anthropo-
logical debates surrounding the question of the coninercium mentis et corporis,
or the mind-body problem."8 There he describes the presumed opposition
of the body and soul as one of the "strangest and most dangerous" of
oppositions, one with a "great historical role" (N 3: 682). Unlike the philo-
sophical doctors [philosophische Arzte] of eighteenth-century Germany or
the tiidecins-philosophes of the Montpellier school of medicine,19 Novalis
neither denies nor affirms this opposition. Whereas Ernst Platner speculated
about the existence of a fluid [Nervensaft] that would resolve this opposi-
tion, Novalis reflects on its historical and ethical role. He describes the
opposition not as true or false-as a question of scientific fact-but as
"dangerous and strange," two adjectives deviating from a strictly scientific
register. Anthropological concerns about the naturalization of the body and
the rehabilitation of sensibility, suggests Novalis, have an ethical as well as
an epistemological value.

In the middle of the Fichte-Studien (1795/96), a series of notes and frag-
ments based on his studies of Fichte's Wissenschaftslehre,21 Novalis reflects
on the commerciunt problem 21 and its implications for the category [Gattunj]
of the senses:

It is generally known that one distinguishes soul and body. Everyone
who knows this distinction will thus establish an association
[Geteinschaft] between the two, in terms of which they are able to
affect each other reciprocally. In this reciprocal relationship
[Wechselwirkuing] each one assumes a double role. Either they them-
selves affect one another or a third something affects through one the

18. For a discussion of the centrality of this problem for eighteenth-century anthropology,

see Jutta Heinz, Wissen 55-74.
19. On the philosophische Artzte, see Hans-Jfirgen Schings, "Der Philosophische Arzt.

Anthropologie, Melancholie und Literatur im 18. Jahrhundert" in Menlancholie und
Aufhklaiiiu (Stuttgart: Metzler, 1977).

2o. For an extensive overview of the intellectual-historical context and composition his-
tory of the Fichtc-Studien, see Frank Unendliche Anuuihcmo, (Frankfurt am Main: Suhrkamp,

1997) 785-801.

21. For a consideration of this problem within the larger context of Novalis' F-ichte-
Studic,t, see Violetta L. Waibel "Innres, SiuBres Organ: Das Problem der Gemeinschaft von

Seele und K6rper in den Fichte-Studici Friedrich von Hardenbergs" Atleniium to (2000):
159-8 1.
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other. The body serves simultaneously also by means of the senses a
communication of outside objects with the soul, and in so far as it is an
outside object, it itself affects, as object, the senses by means of the
senses. (N 2: 272)

Novalis suggests that contemporary anthropology deduces a relationship of
reciprocal effect [Gemeinschaft] from a prior distinction of the soul and the
body.22 While Platner and much of eighteenth-century anthropology spec-
ulated and even posited an actual ontological ground of identity, Novalis
appeals to a common deduction that the mind-body relationship manifests
itself in a reciprocal functionality that is not necessarily a relationship of
identity. Ascribing to both soul and body a double role, he suggests that
both affect [wirken] each other: the body affects the soul, the soul affects the
body. Novalis' own evaluation of this "generally accepted" claim, how-
ever, remains obscured by the passive tone of his diction [Es ist, Jeder . . .
kennt]. The text reads more like a report based upon generally held opin-
ions than the convincing defense of a scientific position. In fact, Novalis
offers no clear resolution to the cornmercium problem nor does he identify
another model that could.

The reciprocal functionality of soul and body, continues Novalis, is
made possible through the senses, which are themselves "not self-acting"
[nicht selbstthidtig]: "they receive and give what they obtain-they are the
medium of the Wechselwirkung" (N 2: 272). They are the "possession"
[Eigenthum] of mind and body (N 2: 272). As he notes elsewhere, sense
[Sinn] is a "tool-a medium" [ein Werkzeug--ein Mittel] (N 2: 550). The
senses are heteronymous organs subordinate to outside purposes. And as
organs or media they not only make possible the relationship between soul
and body, they also make it perceptible. The unity of body and soul is
discernable only as a mutual effect through the senses. Throughout his
notebooks, Novalis uses both "the senses" [die Sinne] and "sense" [der
Sinn]. In this passage from the Fichte-Studien, he intimates a unified or sin-
gular sense that is anterior to the pluralization of sense into individual
senses. He thus raises the question about the nature of a sensibility or total
sense that might ground the senses. This total sense, he suggests, would be
the "substrate of particular, individuated" senses [Substratin der einzelnen
Sinnen vereinzelt]. Thus, vision, taste or sound, suggests Novalis, would be

22. In this passage Novalis uses Seele instead of Geist. For Novalis, the Seele is the individ-
ualized Geist: ". . . the soul is nothing but bound, restrained [mind]" [... die Seele ist nichts als

gebundener, geheinniter (Geist)] (N 3:3 16). Novalis tends to use Seele when speaking of the in-
dividual and Geist when speaking of more general relations, but he is not always consistent in
his use of the terms. On these terms, see Barbara Senckel, Individualitot und Totalitat: Aspekte
zu einer Anthropologie des Novalis (Tiibingen: Niemeyer, t983) 79-84.
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"modifications, individuations of the category sense" [Modificationen,
Individuen der Gattung Sinn]. The "ground of the senses" [der Grund der
Sinne], he continues, is sense (singular) [Sinn]. This total sense, however, is
a "negative material." It cannot be known or distinguished beyond its
negativity. Thus, Novalis imbues sense and sensibility with a both a formal
(or ideational) and material (or physiological) character. Taken as a for-
mal category, total sense is a "product of the imagination," but, taken as
the differentiated senses, sense is a physiological function (N 2: 273). To
think the unity of sense [der Sinn] requires a detour through its plurality
of forms. Because of its ultimate groundlessness, all sensual perception
[Sinnenwahrnehinung], writes Novalis, is "second-hand" [aus der 2ten Hand]
(N 2: 550). Lacking a positive ground, the senses can only refer to their own
activity. They have no determinate ground; they are fully self-referential.

Novalis organizes these second-hand forms of sense into two general
categories:

We have two systems of senses that, however different they may
appear, are intimately intertwined. One system is called the body, one
the soul. The former depends on outer stimuli whose essence we call
nature or the world. The latter originally depends on the essence of an
inner stimuli that we call the mind, or mental world [Geisterwelt].
Normally this latter system stands in an association nexus with the
other system and is affected by it. Yet there are traces to be found of
an inverse relationship and one soon notices that both systems should
stand in a perfect reciprocal relationship in which each affected by its
world, forms [bildet] an harmony [Einklang] but not a monotony
[Einton]. Simply put, both worlds, just as both systems should form a
free harmony, not a disharmony or monotony. (N 2: 546)

The body depends on "outer stimuli" [duflere Reitze] from the outer world,
while the soul depends on "inner stimuli" [innere Reitze] from the mind.
These inner and outer forms of sense recall two eighteenth-century physio-
logical terms, irritability [Reitzbarkeit] and sensibility [Sensibilitdt]23: Novalis

23. Novalis does not adopt one particular physiological model; instead, he draws on vari-
ous eighteenth-century sources. Albrecht von Hailer, whose 1752 lectures initiated debates
on stimulation [Reitz] and vital forces for the remainder of the century, distinguished sensi-
bility and irritability as the two primary forces of organisms. He argued that sensibility was a
nervous phenomenon associated with the mind and soul and irritability, in contrast, was a
disposition to movement inherent to bodily fibers and muscles. Novalis was particularly in-
terested in the work of the Scottish physician John Brown (1735-1788) who introduced the

notion of "excitability," which refers to processes of mental and sensual reactions to outside
stimuli. On Novalis and Brown, see John Neubauer, Bivocal Vision: Novalis' Philosophy of Na-
ture and Disease (Chapel Hill: U of North Carolina P, i97i). On the history of these physio-

logical debates in general, see Robert J. Richards, The Romantic Conception of Life: Science and
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associates sensibility with mental or nervous stimulation that originates
from within the individual and associates irritability with bodily stimulation
that originates from outside the individual. The outer senses (like vision,
touch, taste and smell) mediate outer stimuli. The inner senses mediate in-
ner stimuli and processes. They are thus inherently self-reflexive, because
they make available the very processes of perception and mental reflection.
World and mind or body and soul are interrelated but non-identical sense
systems. (For Novalis, world-mind stands in an analogical relation to body-
soul.) These two systems, writes Novalis, "should" be in a "perfect recipro-
cal relationship," but even in these normative terms the relationship is not
one of identity. The body and the soul are like strings of a violin that are
brought into harmony with the bow of sense. They are not the same but
can enter into an almost infinite array of harmonious relationships. What is
important to note here is that the modal reformulation of the coninerciuni
problem imbues Novalis' anthropology of the senses with a normative
character; indeed, it shifts his discussion onto a historical register that imag-
ines a different perceptual past and anticipates a future organization of
perception in which the senses are media not just of outer but inner stimu-
lation. As historical arrangements the senses are open to future transforma-
tion. He imagines a future in which the inner and outer senses are inverted
and the distinction between sensual systems is blurred. Future senses would
mediate not just from world to mind but from mind to world. This per-
ceptual future is the chiasmic crossing of Novalis' romantic anthropology.

With this synoptic overview of Novalis' conception of sensibility in
terms of the coincrcium problem, we can now better understand perhaps
the broader significance of his anthropology of the senses for his anthropol-
ogy in general. By suggesting that the soul "originally" depended on the
irritation of the mind [Geist], Novalis temporalizes the mind-body relation-
ship and sense systems, thereby suggesting that the relationship between
outer and inner sense or irritability and sensibility emerges in historical pro-
cesses and is not simply an a-temporal anthropological truth (N 2: 540).
"[L]ong ago," he writes in his Allgemeine Brouillon (i798/99), "a change
of opposition occurred-and outer and inner stimulation-sensibility and
irritability . . . canceled each other [sich gegenseitig aufgehoben] so that with
the increase of outer stimuli the inner decreased and with it sensibility and
irritability as well . . ." (N 3: 317). Novalis' temporalization of the senses

Philosophy in the Age of Goethe (Chicago: U of Chicago P, 2002) 307-24; see also, J6rg
Jantzen, "Physiologische Theorien," in Friedrich Wilhelm Joseph Schelling, Historische-
kritische Gesamtaiioabe, ed. Hans-Michael Baumgartner and Wilhelm Jacobs, Er,iinzunisband

zu Werke Baud 5 bis 9 (Stuttagart: Frommann Verlag, 1994) 375-670.
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(and sense in general) implies some historically past point at which irritabil-
ity eclipsed sensibility after a longer period during which they had effec-
tively neutralized each other. This eclipse, continues Novalis, resulted in a
"disproportion" of the senses in which there was an "excessive stimulation
of the senses" [zTberinaJ3igen Reitzing der Shine] (N 3: 318-i9). Novalis'
lament over the excess of outer stimulation is a critical account of inoder-
nity. Similar to Friedrich Schlegel's efforts to distinguish modernity from a
classical past with regard to poetics, Novalis' theory of modernity distin-
guishes modernity as that epoch in which the outer senses dominate the
inner senses, irritability dominates sensibility. This imbalance, he claims,
has led to an "inadequately" observed and "spiritlessly" Lgeistlos] cared for
"inside" of man (3: 574). His ternporalization of sensibility allows for the

historical categorization of epochs according to how they organize percep-
tion. Modernity's instrunrentalization of the senses (senses as mere organs
or tools) is but one example of the historical organization of perception.
Thus, the normative and ethical character of Novalis' project is tied to his
historicization of the senses. In his Al(qenieine Brouillon Novalis reiterates
this normativity when he speaks in the subjunctive of a total sense that
would be "means and purpose simultaneously" (N 2: 550). This temp-
oralization of sensibility entails an imperative for modern man to reinvent
the relationship of sense systems through a rehabilitation of inner sense or
sensibility.

For Novalis, the normative account of a total sense emerges in opposi-
tion to the isolation of the senses from one another and the body in moder-
nity, a historical distinction that is itself a function of the reorganization of
perception: "seeing-hearing, tasting-touching, smelling are only fragmen-
tations of a general perception-effect [Wahrnelhmung-Eintvirckun•i] of a for-
eign body on us" (N 3: 598). For Novalis, this historical differentiation of
sensibility into individual senses makes possible certain Enlightenment con-
ceptions of the senses as passive organs or tools. In his Anthropologie von einer
pragnmatisclien Einsicht, for example, Immanuel Kant refers to the "undeni-
able passivity of sensibility," which simply delivers sensual data to the "law-
giving understanding" (K 7: 144). In contrast Novalis' normative account
of sensibility imagines perception as an active process and offers an etymo-
logical argument: Wahr-derivation from to continue-perception-
to grasp insistently / To take-is active reception" [Wahr-derivation von
Waihren--Wahrnehinen-beharrlicl egrfeifin. / Nehnmen-ist active Reception]
(N 2: 214). Working with the roots of the German Walimrehmen, he points
to a dynamic perception that actively seizes and thus selects its objects.
Drawing on this etymological account of perception in general, Novalis
gives an account according to which sensibility does not simply transmit
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raw data but selects and sorts it and thus produces knowledge itself Sensi-
bility itself gives meaning, or, in the future at least, could give meaning
through combining and selecting sensual data.

For Novalis, modernity's reorganization of perception into an outer sen-
sibility divided into five distinct and isolated senses is another manifestation
of modern man's estrangement from himself and nature. As Max
Horkheimer and Theodor Adorno's allegory of Odysseus in Dialektik der
AuJkldrung suggests, the division of the senses is a function of the division of
labor, or, in perhaps more Romantic terms, the diremption of the process
of Bildung from the creative power of nature. Odysseus stops the ears of the
sailors and has his hands bound in order to separate himself from the sensual
experience of sailing through Scylla and Charybdis in order to maintain
control over it. The progress of the Enlightenment vessel is guaranteed
through the logic of rational organization, which not only divides rational
and sensual labor but sensibility itself. Sensibility becomes susceptible to the
rational organization of man once it is relegated to the body-that is, once
it becomes nature. To paraphrase Horkheinier and Adorno, man knows his
senses, can distinguish them in so far as he can manipulate them.2 4

The broader Enlightenment debate about the organization of the senses
finds an early articulation in a thought experiment posed by the Irish doc-
tor Molyneux in a letter of 1693 to John Locke, who then popularizes it in
the second edition of his Essay Concerning Human Understanding: suppose a
man were born blind and were taught by touch to distinguish between a
cube and a sphere. Then, suppose he were made to see, would he be able
to distinguish by sight what before he was only allowed to touch-that
is, would he be able to name what he saw?25 Repeated and circulated
throughout Enlightenment Europe in various forms, this thought experi-
ment equates the blind man with the savage whose Bildung becomes the
paradigmatic story of an enlightened education of perception. While some
of the conclusions drawn from Molyneux's experiment may differ-be it
in Condillac's Traitu des Sensations (1754), Diderot's Lettre sur les aveugles
(1749) or Berkeley's Essay Towards a New Theory of Vision (17o9)-most all
considerations are framed in temis of a few basic, though admittedly com-
plex, questions: How are individual senses related to each other? Is there a
form of perception anterior to the differentiation of individual senses? Is
there a form of perception anterior to discursive thought?2 6

24. For more on this reading of Novalis in terms of Adorno and Horkheirner, see
UtZ 19-24.

25. John Locke, The Correspondences ofjohn Locke, ed. Esmond Samuel De Beer (Oxford:
Clarendon, 1981) 651.

26. For more on the Molyneux problem, see Martin Jay, Downcast Eyes: The Denigration of

Vision in Twentieth-Century French Thought (Berkeley: U of California P, 1993) 98-io8 (98);
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These thought experiments-they were after all speculative musings
about the possibilities of the senses and perception in general 2

7-underline

as well the hierarchy of senses that emerges alongside their differentiation.
As has been argued by a number of scholars, the Enlightenment was under-
girded by an ocularcentricism or dominance of vision.28 Within this En-
lightenment tradition, however, there was also a growing suspicion of the
primacy of vision. In Germany at least, Johann Gottfried Herder offered
one of the most consistent and articulate critiques of the dominance of vi-
sion, though he did not begin to question the differentiation of the senses
as such until much later in his work.29 The debates surrounding the organi-
zation of perception took on a metonymic quality as the very organs of
perception, the eye and the hand, became objects of debate, and Herder
tended to speak on the side of the hand. In his early hymns to touch,
Herder, too, emphasizes the warm immediacy of touch as contrasted to the
cold distance of vision. In his Viertes kritisches Wdldchen, Herder speaks of a
"bodily truth" [krperliche Wahrheit] emerging once the "sense of touch"
[Sinn des Gefiahls]3

0 is no longer "amputated and suppressed" [verkiirzt und
verdrdngt] by the dominance of vision.3

1 Its immediacy, he suggests, makes
touch particularly "anthropological," because those who can see and thus
rely too much on their vision are "too distracted" [zu zerstreut] to reflect on
themselves. Those with sight do not study themselves, writes Herder in his
short essay "Sinn des Gefifihls," because "it is not necessary for us to engage
ourselves. We only see and study appearances" (H 2: 244). In contrast,
those given over to touch, the famous blind man of Molyneux for exam-
ple, are always referred back upon themselves, because to touch is always in
part to touch oneself

In a note from a collection of fragments, Novalis cites Herder's essay
Plastik and its reformulation of the Molyneux problem:

and Michael J. Morgan, Molyneux's Question: Vision, Touch and the Philosophy of Perception

(Cambridge: Cambridge UP, 1977).
27. These speculative musings did, however, take on a more tangible character in the

eighteenth-century through the increased interest in actual cases of "recovery from blind-
ness" following the removal of cataracts. On this see Morgan, chapter 2.

28. See, for example, Jay 83-148.
29. The literature on Herder and the senses is extensive. For a recent overview, see Ulrike

Zeuch, Urnkehr der Sinneshierarchie: Herder und die Aufuertung des Tastsinns seit der frihen
Neuzeit (Tfibingen: Max Niemeyer Verlag, 2000) 1-34.

30. Here, I translate Gefihl as touch, since it is clear in the context of use that Herder is
referring to feeling as touch.

3 i. Johann Gottfried Herder Johann Gottfried Herder Werke, ed. Wolfgang Pross
(Darmstadt: Wissenschaftliche Buchgesellschaft, 1987) 2: 103-104. All subsequent references
to this edition are indicated in the main text as "H" followed by volume and page number.
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Herder's Plastic. Pag. 7. The blind man or the man who can now see
was taught to recognize his feelings visually. He often forgot the
meaning of the symbols of the feeling--until his eye attained the skill
to see figures of space and color images as letters of previously bodily
feelings, to pull quickly together and to read the objects around him.
(N 2: 650)

While Herder insists on differentiating the senses, Novalis intimates an
interdependence of the senses by appealing to the structural analogy of per-
ception and language. The healed blind man recognizes his feelings by
learning to see objects as "letters of previous bodily feelings" [Buchstaben
voriger Kbrpergeffihle], which he then learns to "read." Sensations are figured
as letters and perception as such is figured as an act of reading. The senses,
suggests Novalis, are always interwoven with the figurations of language
and the materiality of the letter, the text. Sensual perception is not simply
the passive reception of external data transmitted through the senses; in-
stead, like the reading of letters, it acts transitively upon sensual data. The
senses select and combine a world of sensual data, in analogy with linguistic
acts of reading. But this is not to assert that sense or feeling are simply ef-
fects of language or that perception is a rhetorical effect, rather this passage
confirms just how interwoven physiological and mental processes are for
Novalis. As we have seen in the "Hymns," language highlights not the
totalization but the differentiation of the senses. One of the speakers in
Novalis' brief text Dialog even laments modernity's "fatal familiarity with
the printed nature." Modernity's compulsive reliance on textuality, he sug-
gests, will leave us only with books and we will no longer see things and
"our five bodily senses will be as good as gone" [nur noch Bicher aber keine
Dinge mehr sehn und unsere 5 leiblichen Sinne beynah so gut wie nichit mehr haben]
(N 3: 663). The imbrication of physiological and mental processes undoes
the question of priority with respect to feeling and reflection in general and
underscores the spectral character of feeling. Feeling wavers between rea-
son and sensibility.

The spectral character of feeling makes the historical resignification of
sensibility and perception as such all the more possible. Having no positive
ground, the senses and sense in general have an open future:

The multiplication of the senses and the training of the senses is one of
the main tasks for the improvement of the human race, the advance-
ment of humanity. We saw already that the formation and multiplica-
tion of the soul is the most important undertaking. Outer stimuli we
already have under control-and with them irritability-it depends on
the multiplication and formation of sensibility and what is more on
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the way that irritability and the outer stimuli do not suffer under this,
that they are not neglected. (N 3: 317-18)

The multiplication of the senses would involve an infinite increase in the
receptive and active capacity of both inner and outer systems of sense to a
point where passive and active become so intertwined as to be inextricable.
To imagine the totalization of perception is to imagine the non-distinction
of passive and active perception. The intensification of dualities, suggests
Novalis, leads to the fusion of distinction into unity-that is, by increasing
the capabilities of the individual senses, a totalized perception might
emerge) 2 As a normative "task for humanity," however, this totalization of
perception exceeds the individual body and is subsequently transposed to
the imagined body of humanity and thus becomes a cultural task that relies
on a genetic account of man. This transposition eclipses the concerns of a
physiological anthropology bound to the individual body and anticipates
a normative anthropology that would undergird any possible totalization of
perception.

Reformulating the eighteenth-century Molyneux myth, Novalis asks his
reader to consider another thought experiment:

If we were blind, mute and without feeling, our soul in contrast com-
pletely open, our mind the present outer world, the inner world
would stand in relation to us, like the outer world now, and who
knows whether we would notice a difference-if we could compare
both states. We would feel such things for which our sense was lack-
ing, for example, light, noise/sound etc. We could only produce
changes-the thoughts would be similar, and we would feel an effort
[Bestreben], to obtain for ourselves the sense that we now call the outer
sense. Who knows whether we could not shortly thereafter through
various efforts produce eyes, ears etc., because then our body would
stand so much in our power, would make up such a part of our inner
world, as our soul does now. Our body may then not be so senseless,
just as little, as our soul now. Who knows whether it would only ap-
pear senseless, because it made up a part of our self and the inner self-
distinction, through which the body would first see, hear and feel for
our self-consciousness. . . . We would in such a state already appear
therefore senseless, because the soul would be the overwhelming
Potenz that attracts all attention in excitement to itself-just as we al-
ready often do not see, hear, feel when our soul is lively occupied-

32. This intensification of opposites or poles until they merge is a trope of Romantic

Naturplhilosophie that is especially evident in Schelling. On this, see Jiirgen Daiber
E.xperinentalphysik des Geistes-Novalis als Experineitator an Aqu#en- und hnienivelt (Stuttgart:

Franz Steiner, 1999).
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and our attention has directed itself only to it and vice versa. (N 2:

547-48)

Imagining an inversion of inside and outside, soul and body, Novalis sug-
gests a functional inversion of inner sense and outer sense and thus the
non-distinction of the two. This imagined moment of non-distinction,
however, would not be a collapse into total inwardness. Driven by an "ef-
fort" [Bestreben] to produce "that sense that we now call outer sense" [ene
Sinne . .. die wirjetzt dufire Sinne nennen], we might grow those organs that
the soul lacks: eyes to see and ears to hear. Driven by a "feeling" for
worldly effects, the body could produce organs of perception. Novalis dis-
tinguishes "feeling" [Gefahl] from "sense" [Sinn]: "We would feel that for
which our senses were lacking" [Wir wairden fihlen, woftir uns nur unsere
Sinnefehlte]. "Feeling" exemplifies, on a level anterior to the differentiation
of the senses, the senses or perception as such. Here, feeling is metonymic
for sensual perception as such,33 while sense is associated with contingent
sensations. Even without the individual senses we would "feel" "light,
noise [Schalf], etc." In this respect the senses and feeling indicate not differ-
ent types but different degrees of differentiation. Feeling is the metonymic
figure for individual senses. Oscillating between the material, physiological
affects of the senses and the universalizable forms of a sense anterior to dif-
ferentiation, feeling figures mediation as such, because it marks the confu-
sion of inside and outside, self and world. "Sense," writes Novalis in the
Allgemeine Brouillon "... indicates mediating knowledge, touch, mixing"
[Das Wort Sinn, das auf inittelbares Erkenntnis, Beriltrung, Mischung hindeutet]
(N 3: 250). Feeling is always figured and articulated as the temporal unfold-
ing of the senses. It only appears in the differentiation of the senses. To feel
is to see, to hear, to taste, to touch.

In this thought experiment, the body as other (from consciousness)
emerges as other in a distinction: the body emerges through what Novalis
terms an "inner self-distinction" [die innere Selbstscheidung]. The mind-body
distinction emerges through the figurative work of sense, the particular ar-
ticulations of sensation and affect through reflection. The conditional form
of the entire section [Wenn uir . . . wdren; the repetition of wtirde] under-
lines the impermanent nature of the senses. Novalis' entire project here is
speculative, because he imagines alternatives to the historical specificity of
the senses. The process of distinction makes it impossible to distinguish be-
tween inner and outer states outside of a historical-material framework.
How could this "feeling" anterior to the differentiation of the senses be
distinguished? For Novalis, the degree-zero of feeling is an impossibility,

33. For an overview of eighteenth-century distinctions among the terms sense, sensations,
feeling, see Manfred Frank Selbstgefiihl (Frankfurt am Main: Suhrkamp, 2002) II-25.
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or, as we saw above, a negative ground that can only be imagined. In his
Allgemeine Brouillon Novalis names the reflection on the impossibility of
distinction "criticism," a teaching that:

refers us by the study of nature to ourselves, to inner observation and
experimentation, and by the study of ourselves to the outer world, to
outer observations and experiments. . . . We understand of course
everything other [alles Fremd] only through the making-foreign-to-
the-self-self-change-self-observation. Now we see the true bonds
of connection between subject and object-that there is an outer
world within us which is with our inner in an analogical connection as
the outer world outside of us is with our outside and that they are
both connected like our inner and outer.

Now we see the so-called transcendental philosophy-the reference
to the subject-the Idealism and the categories-the relationship be-
tween object and representation in a completely new light. Demon-
strations why something belongs to outer and inner nature ... instead
of not-I, You. (N 3: 429)

Nature or the outer world is not simply what is other to the self projection
of the I, as detailed in Fichte's Wissenschaf lehre. The I, claims Novalis,
relates to nature as You. This passage presents the broader chiasmus of a ro-
mantic anthropology of the senses: the formation of ourselves as nature is
the formation of nature as ourselves. Through the mediation of the senses,
the body becomes the axis for the crossing of man and nature. If the out-
side world is in us, and we are in the outside world, if nature becomes a
familiar, dialogical You, then the distinction between observer-subject and
object-nature is blurred. The same would be true for the distinction of
inner and outer senses. If man is always already nature, then there would
be no absolute distinction between inner and outer senses, because to
reflect on the operations of the mind would be to reflect on nature. Or, in
other words, the mental operations traditionally thought to be the object of
the inner senses are so intertwined with the physiological operations of the
body that the inner-outer distinction cannot hold. As we have seen in our
discussion of the mind-body relationship, this does not necessarily imply a
relationship of identity. It simply means that the point of distinction is in-
visible or indeterminable. There is no outside point from which to ascer-
tain this point of distinction. By stressing active reception, Novalis does not
collapse the soul into the world but imagines a perception not determined
by outside stimulation. As media between inside-outside, soul-world, the
senses are historical products of this interaction of spheres. Novalis' notion
of criticism is also a response to the questions inspired by Molyneux's
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thought experiment. Sense is not anterior to thought but neither is thought
anterior to sense; they are co-emergent. And feeling figures of this co-
extensive relationship cannot be discursively grounded but must repeatedly
return to tropes and figures of the senses. Feeling marks the oscillation be-

tween the formal and transcendental, on the one hand, and the material

and affective, on the other.
Novalis emphasizes the reciprocal emergence of feeling and thought

most clearly in his discussion of attention [Auftnerksatnkeit], which he sug-

gests is a technique to direct and develop the senses in freedom or, as he

puts it, to train them. In his Anekdoten (1798) Novalis suggests that man
should be able simultaneously to "determine" and to "orchestrate" irrita-
bility "at will" [die Reizbarkeit beliebig zu stimmen . . . zu dirigiren] and thus

counter the dominance of outside stimuli over sensibility. Through atten-
tion, he writes:

[w]e are in a position to allow an object to affect us strongly or
weakly, long or short this or that object of the inner sense. Attention

increases or decreases, determines the irritability of these organs.
Through reduction, distribution concentration it reduces irritability-

through unification, concentration of the same it increases irritability.
(2: 578)

Attention is the arbitrary manipulation of stimuli. In the Die Lehrlinge zu

Sais one of the voices discussing nature indicates attention's specifically

anthropological character:

Upon whatever man takes before him he must direct his undivided
attention or I upon it ... and when he has done this, soon thoughts or

a new kind of perception emerges, which appears to be nothing but
tender movement of a tinting or rattling pen, or wonderful contrac-
tions and figurations of an elastic fluid.

They spread themselves from the point where the first impression
stuck to all sides with a lively movement and take his I away with it.
He can often immediately end this game by dividing his attention or
by chance let it wander about, for they appear to be nothing other
than rays and effects which that I excites to all sides to that elastic me-

dium or his refractions in the same or in general an odd game of the
waves of this sea with the rigid attention. It is most strange that man
first in this game becomes truly aware of his uniqueness his specific
freedom. (1: 96-97)

Here attention is equated with the inner processes of the I. An "undivided
attention" makes the perception of the very processes of thought and cog-
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nition possible.34 It is a form of self-observation in which the subject ob-
serves perceptions and thoughts that it itself "pulls together." By giving
form to the various objects of the inner sense, like emotions and thoughts,
it observes the very figuration of the I by availing the processes of thought
to observation. Through its acts of distinction, it can stop, start and inter-
rupt these processes. In the "game" of attention, the subject can observe
and even affect the interaction of the two systems of sense that we consider
above:

The outer world becomes transparent and the inner world becomes
manifold and meaningful and so man finds himself in an inner lively
state between the two worlds in the most perfect freedom and in the
most joyful feeling of power. (N 1: 97)

Attention observes the interrelationship of mind-body, man-world. Atten-
tion creates new relationships and figures by distinguishing the I from itself,
thereby allowing man to perceive his "unique freedom": his ability simul-
taneously to observe and be the object of observation. Attention, we could
say, is the exemplary form of inner sense and even the exemplary anthro-
pological sense, because it marks the susceptibility of sensibility to reflec-
tion, the radical interrelation of the two faculties. Capable of "localiz[ing]
stimulation in an organ," attention underscores how pregnable sensibility is
to the formal powers of reflection (N 2: 578). Attention then is precisely
the technique that could realize Novalis normative account of sensibility: it
could concentrate and channel stimulation and thus counter the predomi-
nance of outer stimulation. The radicalization of the senses and ultimately
the restitution of the inner senses is made possible by that very process of
differentiation that marks modernity: their individualization and function-
alization into different organs. This is the paradox of feeling as well; the at-
tempts to ground feeling repeatedly fall back on the differentiation of the
senses in figurations and tropes of reflection.

The oscillation of sense between reflection and physiological sensation is
further developed in the second hymn of the "Hymns to the Night":
"They [the fools] do not feel you in the golden flood of the grapes-in the
wonder oil of the almond tree and in the brown juice of the poppy. They

34. Caroline Welsch reads these same passages on attention, but, while my reading is
indebted to hers, she considers attention strictly in termns of its physiological function.
See Caroline Welsch, "Die Physiologie der Einbildungskraft urn i8oo," ed. Maximilian
Berngenruen and Roland Borgands, Die Grenzen des Menschen. Aiuhropohjeie mid Asthetik
mn 18oo (WCirzburg: K6nningshausen and Neumann, 2001). On the history of attention in
the Enlightenment, see Reiz, imaq_qination, Aq.finerksanikeit. Erregio•, ind Steuermio der

Einbilditigskraft in klassichen Zeitalter (i(68o-83o), ed. J6rn Steigerwald and Daniela Watzke

(Wtirzburg: K6nningshausen and Neumann, 2003).
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do not know that it is you who hovers around the bosom of a tender girl,
and makes a heaven of her bosom" [Sie (die Thoren)fahlen dich nicht in der
goldenen Flut der Trauben-in des Mandelbaums Wunder6l, und dem braunen
Safte des Mohns. Sie wissen night, dafq du es bist der des zarten Mddchens Busen
umschwebt, und zum Himmel den Schoos macht] (N 1: 133). Returning to a
differentiated sensibility, the lyrical I ascribes the fools' ignorance not to the
limits of reason but to a failure to recognize the diversity of sensual media
available to man. They misrecognize the night because of an insistent
conflation of all knowledge and experience with the light of reason. They
are fools because of their failure to "feel" the night in all its sensual forms:
the taste of grapes, the touch of oil and the juice of a poppy, the all-
embracing touch of the bosom [Schoos]. The variety of sensual experiences
of the beloved finds its formal analogue in the variety of linguistic imagery
of the poem. No singular linguistic utterance can arrest the proliferation of
perception. The desire for a sensibility of non-distinction that concluded
the first hymn-a desire, however, that was itself complicated by its spec-
trality, by its luftig form-is undone. The totalized perception, the feeling
for the beloved takes form in the stylized language that refers to itself. This
is not a language of non-distinction or totality but a language of particular
sensuality that revels in linguistic form. Amid the abstract conceptual desire
for non-distinction emerges a poetic language that gives density to all those
distinctions made available by taste and touch by objectifying a felt or
sensed experience in an imagined reality. In this respect, we can reread the
distinctions of the light from the first hymn and its figurative language-
the glittering, ever-resting stone; the sensuous sucking plant; the golden
flood of grapes [derfunkelnde ewig ruhende Stein; die sinnige, saugende Pflanze;
der goldenen Flut der Trauben]-not as an abnegation of the light but as per-
forming the tensions inherent in the desire for non-distinction, for a feeling
without organs and media. 35 These figurations of sense do not represent an
abstract sense-vision or taste-but draw attention to the medium of lan-
guage itself. The very language of the poem is a particular sensual experi-
ence. Thus, the poem exceeds a strictly mimetic relation to feeling and is
itself bound up with and even performs feeling. In this second hymn, the
night is experienced through a range of senses, none of which is vision.
The differentiated language of the poem undermines the "timelessness and
spacelessness" of the night and interrupts any totalization of perception.
The formal unity of feeling is undone by its own figuration in the poem.
The insistent mixing of inside-outside makes the "Hymns" a poem of em-

35. In his short but provocative essay, Michel Chaouli notes the expressive force of these
phrases as well in his "Imitations of Mortality" in A New History of German Literature, ed. Da-
vid Wellbery, et. al (Cambridge: Harvard UP, 2004) 481-85.
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bodied sensation. Once reflected on, once put into language, the "feeling"
of the night of non-distinction is differentiated into an array of sensual ex-
periences that themselves take linguistic form, a linguistic form marked by
its own materiality: the repetition of "s" and "z" in sinnige, saugende
Pflanze, for example, draws attention to the material, sensual character of
poetic language. Thus, the "feeling" for non-distinction once put into the
language of reflection is a "feeling" for the absence of the non-distinction,
or its impossibility. For Novalis, the absence of this non-distinction, of an
absolute, is registered through the senses, which are always already embod-
ied in language. As Thomas Pfau says concerning the lyric in general, feel-
ing is communicated "not through but as textual form.'"3 6 We do not
"feel" the absolute; we taste, feel and touch its absence, its differentiation in
linguistic form. While the night is tied to a desire for the fusion of all forms
and systems of sense, the light of "morning," the light of reflection always
comes and transforms these feelings into objects of reflection. This, writes
Novalis, is the "earthly violence" [Irdischen Gewalt] that never seems to end
(N 1: 133). The possible totalization of perception is always, suggests the
poem, interrupted by the differentiation of perception that comes in lan-
guage as sure as the morning light. The more theoretical speculations of the
Molyneux thought experiments, which as we have seen Novalis was well
aware, find a practical answer of sorts in a poetic attempt to figure a per-
ception anterior to sensual differentiation. As Novalis notes in his Fichte-
Studien with respect to another ultimate unity, being [Seyn]: "reflection
becomes here what feeling is-feeling what reflection is-they trade their
roles" (N 1: 127).

As the closing stanza of the fifth hymn will later tell us, this "eternal
night" of "no distinction" is an "eternal poem." The attempt to figure a
total sense repeatedly fails but this recursive movement always returns to
the figurations of sense in language. This recursive movement is the "eter-
nal poem," This moment of non-distinction is poetic-that is, it is an effect
of that "wonderful sense that can replace all others": imagination (N 2:

650). As the highest modulation of sensibility, suggests Novalis, imagina-
tion affords us a sensual experience of the "timeless and spaceless" night of
non-distinction. The totalization of perception, its radicalization into a
sense that doesn't simply receive but produces is figured as imagination,
whose particularity lies in its ability to make available objects and experi-
ences beyond those spatially and temporally immediate: "If the outer senses
seem to stand under completely mechanical laws-the imagination is obvi-
ously not tied to the present and the continuity of outer stimuli" (N 3:

36. Thomas Pfau, Romantic Moods: Paranoia, Trauma, and Melancholy, 1790-1840 (Balti-
more: John Hopkins UP, 2005) 65.
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650).37 Because imagination is not determined by outer stimuli, it is a nor-
mative counter to the excesses of stimulation. Its creative ability and
reflective power free it from the rules of understanding. Characterized by
its ability to increase the "irritability for the mind" [Reitzbarkeit fir den
Geist], imagination is a more complex and sustained level of attention (N 2:

574).95 As a "productive" force not bound to the present now like the
other senses and the understanding, imagination generates relationships
limited neither by temporal or spatial proximity (N 2: T67). Above we

briefly mentioned Novalis' synoptic citation of Herder's Plastik but perhaps
more important for our purposes here is a table from those same notes, be-
cause Novalis' table rearranges Herder's organization of perceptual fields,
artistic forms, senses and aesthetic media:3 9

space sculpture vision surface [Fliche]
time music hearing tone
force Poesie feeling [Gefiih[] body. (2: 650)

As Nicholas Saul has pointed out, what is perhaps most interesting in the
table are two amendments that Novalis makes to Herder's organization.
Novalis categorizes sculpture as the art of vision and Poesie as the art of feel-
ing.40 Whereas Herder associates sculpture with touch and feeling and
painting with vision, Novalis associates sculpture with vision and Poesie
with feeling. If we read Novalis' table as analogous to Herder's, then Poesie
replaces sculpture as the ultimate art form. But Novalis' rearrangement of
Herder's table exceeds the complex arrangement of the senses and feeling
discussed above. Novalis arranges Poesie with "feeling" [Gefiihf], which, as
we have seen, figures the oscillation between material sensations and
universalizable forms. Elsewhere Novalis writes, "active sense of feeling.

37. Novalis' definition of imagination here recalls Kant's in the Kritik der reinen Vernunt:

"imagination is the faculty to represent an object even without it being immediately percep-

tible" [Einbildungskraft ist das Verrrnoiin einen Gegenstand auch ohne dessen G(Tentvart in der
Anschauung vorzustelien] (K 3: 120).

38. Novalis even speaks of an understanding "expanded" through the imagination (2:

270).

39. Herder's table might look something like this:

space painting vision surface

time music hearing tone

force sculpture feeling body.

See Plastik injohann Gottfried Herder Werke (Frankfurt am Main: Deutscher Klassiker Verlag,

1994) 257.

40. Nicholas Saul, "Pomisirunq d[es] K6rpers. Der PoesiebegriffFriedrich von Hardenbergs

(Novalis) und die anthropologische Tradition," in Novalis-Poesie und Poetik 3. Fachtagung der

Internationalen Novalis-GesclIsc/aft, ed. Herbert Uerlings (Nierneyer, 2004) 15 1-69 (1 64-6s).
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Poesie" [ThUti*er Sinn des Gefiih1s. Poesie]. No longer merely a literary genre,
Poesie is tied to an active sense. The "Hymns" perform what Novalis de-
scribes in Die Lehrlinge zu Sais as "a new mode of perception," a perception
that allows Sais to hear, see, taste and think "simultaneously" (N i: i8o).
For Sais, this radicalized perception opens up previously imperceptible re-
lationships: "Now he found everywhere familiar things again, only won-
derfully mixed, paired. . . . He noticed soon the connections in every-
thing" (N i: 8o). Novalis figures total perception as not just the merging of
different senses but the inevitable mixing of reflection and feeling, and
imagination, as that sense that "can replace all others," that drives this mix-

ing through textual forms. Imagination, suggests Novalis, is a protracted
application of attention, whose "inverted use of the senses" [unniekehrte
Gebrauch der Shime] makes it an "active sense of feeling," where feeling is
metonymic for all senses. Thus, imagination is a recursive function that
figures its own actions and movements back into itself. It is a sense that or-
ganizes senses. Novalis' reconceptualization of the senses, as active sense
[thaetiger Sinn], is precisely the normative dimension of Novalis' anthropol-
ogy.

In the wake of Kant's critical work that refigured not just the knowing
but also the ethical subject, Novalis rethinks the ethical person. In his Let-
ters on the Aesthetic Education of Man, Friedrich Schiller had hoped to redress
Kant's division of man's intelligible being from his sensible being through
an aesthetic education that would cultivate reason and sensibility. Both
Novalis and Schiller envision an anthropological recuperation of the whole
of man, a whole that, historically speaking, was thought to have been sun-
dered by modernity. Novalis' anthropology of the senses, however, reveals
the persistence of a specifically Kantian dualism in Schiller's project, which
ultimately maintains the Kantian distinction between an active, form-
giving reason and a passive sensibility that is merely a conduit for data. As
we have seen, Novalis argues not just for the unity of body and soul, reason
and sensibility, a project common to a range of eighteenth-century figures,
including Schiller in his early work as a medical student, 41 but for the more
radical susceptibility of these faculties to each other. An active sense would
be a paradox for Kant or Schiller. With his alternate anthropology, Novalis
intimates an embodied ethics based on the original susceptibility of reason
to feeling and feeling to reason. In contrast to the caricatures of Romantic
sensibility, Novalis does not privilege one over the other. Reason and sen-
sibility function in a Wechsehvirkung. The specificity of Novalis' project,

41. See, for example, his essay "Versuch Ober den Zusammenhang der tierischen Natur
des Menschen mit seiner geistigen," in Schiller Werke ulnd Briefe, vol. 8 (Frankfurt am Main:
Deutscher Klassiker Verlag, 1992) 1 19-63.
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however, lies in the surprising form of normativity that his anthropology of
the senses intimates, a normativity that in the face of the limits of discursive
thought relies on imagination.

As we have noted above, the ground of the senses, sense as a total sense,
is negative. As Novalis writes in reference to the ground of being [Seyn]
and Fichte's absolute I, all grounds, origins and transcendental unities are a
"product of the imagination," "something freely made, something

poeticized, something created" (N 2: 273). As the traveling merchants in
Novalis' Heinrich von Ofterdingen put it, imagination, "gives us through
words an unknown, wonderful world to perceive. As out of deep caves rise
up within us ancient and future times, innumerable people, wonderful
lands and the most odd events, and tear us from our familiar present" (N I:
210). Not bound to the present and the immediate determination of outer
stimuli, imagination makes possible new perceptual relationships. It creates
other worlds not determined by present conditions or fixed, formal, ethical
laws. And, as the merchants say, imagination makes these alternative worlds
and inner experiences available through words and thus produces common,
material forms through which persons might relate to each other. As the
continual reorganization of relationships, imagination is a dynamic, ever-
changing process that hovers between cognition and perception. Faced
with the failure of reason objectively to ground itself or morals, Novalis
turns to aesthetics to mediate this failure and imagination in particular to
figure a dynamic ethics, an ethics whose normative claims emerge
reflectively in time and are always open to revision and reformulation. For
Novalis, norms, or common criteria, are regulative ideas in the Kantian
sense-as products of a reflective judgment, they make no claims about
what really is; instead, they function with an "as if" 42-but by tying them
to the imagination and thus intimating their proximity to fiction, Novalis
insures that every normative claim reflects on its own groundlessness. In
contrast to Kant, for whom norms are strictly products of reason and thus
timeless and pure of the exigencies of history and experience, Novalis ties
norms to the imagination, which operates within time. Imagination pro-
duces forms that are not immutable but are open to constant revision. The
difference is a norm born of finitude and a norm born of reason's spontane-
ity. For Novalis, the significance of norms rests not in their epistemological
but in their ethical value-that is, they are practically necessary. Speaking
of norms as regulative ideas in his Fichte-Studien, Novalis writes: "Every
regulative idea is of unending use-but it contains no independent rela-

42. In the Kritik der Urteilskraft, Kant writes that reflective judgment "gives itself.., and

not nature a law" (K 5: 18o).
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tionship to something real . . . for it is completely outside of the sphere of
the real. It is a law of the imagination-a schematic concept" (N 2: 252).

What I have tried to show is how the "Hymns to the Night" performs
this dynamic normativity with respect to the unity of the senses. Instead of
arguing for the epistemological truth of an absolute sense, the poem imag-
ines an alternative organization of perception that functions as a critique of
modernity. The poem, however, makes a strong claim for the particularity
of lyric in performing this imagined, dynamic normativity. As Hegel
writes, lyric is the poetic form, whose task [Aufgabe] is "to free the spirit
not from feeling but through it" [den Geist nicht von der Empfindung, sondern
in derselben zu befreien].43 The lyric fom•alizes the reflective character of
feeling, because, as Thomas Pfau writes, it "gives words and language to
this enriched inner life so that as inner life it may find expression." The
formal elements of lyric embody feeling in a "language that always reflects
on its own medial character as language" (Pfau 67). And as we have seen,
Novalis' lyric is not merely expressive-understood as putting into linguis-
tic form a prior psychological state-rather it registers the inevitability of
feelings' imbrication with reflection and language. The complexity and
highly stylized character of the poem demands our attention. It demands
reflection on the figurations of feeling, thus a reader is called to attend to
the mixing of sensation and language in feeling upon reading. The
normativity of the entire project is performed in the lyrical utterance,
which gives linguistic and thus common normative form to feeling. With a
normative force, the lyric compels or incites its reader to attend to its for-
malization of feeling and sensibility and thus to experience a different type
of ethical personhood: a normative ethics but normative in the sense hinted
above, dynamic and revisable. By compelling its reader to pay attention
and read with the poem, the lyric creates precisely this dynamic relation-
ship of revision. The reader can participate in the revision of the poem's
claims about modernity's organization of the senses. The poem does not
spell out the types of organs, senses or forms of perception that will be pos-
sible in the future; instead, it encourages the reader to imagine them.
Novalis' lyric performs a normativity marked by universal claims and an
openness to future possibilities.

University of Virginia

43. G. W. F. Hegel, Werke (Frankfurt am Main: Suhrkamp, 1970) I5: 417.
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